
Lesson2   Rice×Science 

Because we are ①________・_________, ②___________ is in a gradual raise. 

Rice has a lot of ③_________, so ④________ become good and ⑤________ is good 

and helped ⑥_______. 

 

In case we don’t eat breakfast, we do ⑦________ and ⑧＿＿＿＿_. 

It is caused by going short ⑨_______. 

If ⑨________ is gone short, we come down ⑩＿＿＿＿＿・＿＿＿＿＿. 

 

Breed improvement is what improve ①________ of rice and ②＿＿＿＿_ better rice. 

If we say easily, what ③_______________________________. 

If we use breed improvement, we decide ④______________ at first. 

Next, curry out the emasculation and ⑤____________. 

We pick its good out and research it. 

At last, curry out ⑥_________ in examination hall of agriclure in each prefecture for 

three years. 

 

Most of breed improvement take long for ⑦______ years. 

And we find out a lot of ⑨________ along the way and research often ⑩__________. 

 



Kokuzomushi is color of ①________, and they have a long ②_________ like elephant. 

They appear from rice after they grow up because they ③_________ in a rice. 

They can’t breed in 15digrees and they die if we ④＿＿＿＿＿ them. 

 

Noshimemadarameiga’s length of body is ⑤________ and its larva is color of ⑥＿＿

＿＿ and it shaped like caterpillar. 

They stave ⑦＿＿＿＿＿＿_ easily. 

 

As provision, you preserve ⑧__________ if you buy rice. 

If bug has worms, you leave it with a news paper laying at the place of ⑨_________ 

If you lase ⑩_________, you are careful that rice is aching. 

 

 

Allergy is symptom to react ①＿＿＿＿＿ and happen. 

Cause of allergy is a lots, it is said that the cause is ②_______・________including 

rice or the cause is “Mochigome” or the cause is ③________. 

The symptom is ④__________ and hives and salt rheum. 

 

It is said that the people who has allergy of rice can eat that breed called ⑤＿＿＿

＿ to have efficacy for amelioration of symptom 

 

 

 


